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“We have felt, we still feel, the passion of life to it’s top. In our youth our hearts were touched with fire .” — Oliver Wendell Holmes
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On the night of 27 February 1953 a patrol which included many of the members of the action described in this article was
dispatched to a site near Panmunjom, Korea now commonly called Gray Rock Ridge. That patrol participated in the Company’s
worst encounter with the enemy in Korea (See Reflections Issue #28 of March 2012 for a complete account of Gray Rock).
Almost 60 years after Gray Rock the incident still incites rancor, bitterness and “controversy” in the minds of a few of its
participants. It is believed by some today that ordering the mission was a capricious act on the part of the Company
Commander, Major D. H. MacDonnell and one of the Platoon Leaders, 2nd Lieutenant Robert Livingston. Livingston received
the nations second highest award for valor, the Navy Cross, for his part in Gray Rock.
The immediate purpose for presenting this article is to demonstrate that in early 1953 Division Operations and Intelligence
lacked up to date information about the enemy facing them on the Jamestown Line. This deficiency prompted Division to order
the Reconnaissance Company to schedule missions to capture Chinese prisoners.
Patrol 114 was scheduled just 36 days prior to Gray Rock. The following report, a verbatim copy of a letter from the Commanding General of the First Marine Division to the Commandant of the Marine Corps, plainly states that Major MacDonnell
was ordered to execute the patrols which included and finally culminated in the Gray Rock patrol on 27 February 1953.
HU
BACKGROUND
This brief narrative deals with the conduct of patrol
114 by the Division Reconnaissance Company.
Successful in the accomplishment of its mission, patrol
114 is a good example of the results to be achieved
through thorough reconnaissance, detailed planning and
complete exercise of control during conduct of operations.
As of mid-January, the lack of prisoners of war had
resulted in a lack of up to date information as to details of
enemy activity, units and disposition.
As a part of an effort to capture PW the Division
Reconnaissance Company was directed to conduct a
patrol operation in the general area lying south of Panmunjom and the Peace Corridor. This area, forward of
KMC positions, lay along the stream flowing due south
from Panmunjom to the SACH’ON. Characterized by flat
low terrain consisting of rice paddies and dikes, this area
is frequently traversed by the enemy. Reports from air
observers, observation posts and friendly agents indicated a general pattern of enemy activity which consisted of
patrols, small outposts and layouts.
The mission assigned to the Reconnaissance Company patrol was: “To Capture PW.”
SELECTION OF OBJECTIVE
After a careful study of the patrol area. including daylight and night reconnaissance and inspection of air
(Source: U.S. National Archives)
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photographs Major D. H. MacDonnell, the Reconnaissance Company Commander, selected an objective for
the patrol. This objective was a high dike about 1,500
meters south of the Peace Corridor and on the west bank
of the stream. It was selected as a spot where the enemy
was believed to maintain a small outpost.
RECONNAISSANCE AND PLAN
Upon selection of the objective, a detailed day and
night reconnaissance was effected. Sites for stream
crossings and routes of approach and return were
selected and a plan was written. The patrol Was to be led
by Lieutenant James DAY,
a veteran of thirty-two
previous patrols, and was to consist of himself and thirty
-three others. Following previously reconnoitered routes,
the patrol was to depart from COP #1 (see Figure 1),
travel along the southern edge of the Peace Corridor to a
point northwest of TANSONG-DONG,
Then it was to
split. A diversionary and support squad would head
southwest to a point on the east bank of the stream
across from the objective dike.. This group, in charge of
Sergeant
CHAMBERLAIN, was to wait until the
remainder of the patrol reached the vicinity of the objective. The main body was to continue forward, cross the
stream than head south to the objective. When this
group was in position, the diversionary squad would
attract attention of the enemy. At this point the main
body was to capture PW whose attention would be
directed across the stream towards the diversionary
group.
Upon seizure of PW the patrol was to return upon
order of the Company Commander located on NAN #1.
Communication between the patrol and NAN #1 would be
affected by AN/PRC-10. In addition the elements of the
patrol and NAN #1 would also carry AN/PRC-6.
CONDUCT OF PATROL
At 2245 on 22 January 1953, patrol 114 departed
COP #1 and proceeded as planned (see Figure 1). Upon
reaching a designated point northwest of TAESONGDONG, the support and diversionary squad was detached
and moved southwest, taking up positions on the east
bank of the stream in the vicinity of the objective. This
group,
carrying twelve sub-machine guns, two BARS
and six carbines, was delayed by the bright moon and did
not cross the stream until 0050. Proceeding westward
bounds, the ambush/assault group traveled about 300
meters to a small stream. Then, with the diversionary
squad in position, the main body headed south for the
objective. The point consisted of two men, Sergeant
Donald FIELD and pfc John L. BOURGEOIS - the latter
with experience as point on thirty (30) previous patrols.
Following the point at a distance of about twenty-five
yard was Platoon Sergeant Stanley W. BOYKO and a
radioman with the PRC-6. Ten yards behind was a fire
team, followed by the Patrol Leader, radioman and two
riflemen. Two other fire teams brought up the rear. An
interval of five yard between men was maintained insofar
as
possible.
The movement to the south was made by bounds

with the last 100 yards of the approach covered by
crawling alongside of small dikes running toward the
suspected enemy position.
At 0348, approximately fifty yards from the objective,
the patrol heard the sound of a bolt “going home”. The
diversionary group was ordered to make noise and attract attention in that direction.
In less than two
minutes two enemy were seen moving toward the ambush group. These men, chattering loudly, apparently
directed a phrase to the two point men of the patrol. The
patrol leader sang out “TENG I TENG” (“Wait a moment”).
This apparently satisfied the enemy and one of them
moved forward to within five feet of the point. As the
Chinese brought his weapon to bear, both the point men
fired, cutting the enemy below the waist. Immediately, a
grenade was thrown which killed the second Chinaman,
some twenty yards away.
As the first Chinaman was hit, he got off a short
burst from his PPSH type SMG, one round of which
glanced off Sergeant FIELD’s left temple. Still alive, the
enemy was quieted with a carbine stock and dragged
back to the main body. Immediately thereafter, the patrol was brought under fire by and estimated 10-15 enemy from a distance of about 50-60 yards. Holding their
fire, the friendless formed a tight perimeter and waited.
The enemy group ceased fire and advanced in skirmish
formation.
When the enemy were within ten yards, a concussion
grenade was thrown which landed among the friendlies,
stunning a radio man. The friendlies opened fire, felling
about ten enemy. Return fire was light, supported briefly
by a machine gun. A friendly rifle grenade, fired at the
machine gun, struck one of the enemy and the remainder
retreated immediately.
Moving forward the patrol
overran the enemy position. After a hasty investigation
during which seven enemy KIA were counted, the patrol
withdrew with their prisoner at 0402 on order of the company commander at NAN 1. The withdrawal was made
across the stream in the vicinity of the objective, cover
being furnished by the support and diversionary group.
The patrol closed the MLR at 0445 without
further
incident. The only friendly casualties were the stunned
radio man, the patrol leader and Sergeant FIELD-none
wounded seriously.
RESULTS
The patrol accomplished its mission, returning with
one PW. In addition, casualties were inflicted on the
enemy to the extent of 7 KIA counted and 3 KIA estimated.
COMMENT
Careful and thorough reconnaissance, detailed planning,
painstaking approach, control and exercise of fire discipline
paid off for patrol 114. The presence of the patrol leader
where he could evaluate the situation and control the patrol
permitted him to turn a difficult situation to his advantage
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Photo: Courtesy of the late Col. Herbert “Dick” Oxnam

We see Major General James L. Day here as a Second Lt. in the
First Marine Division Reconnaissance Company where he
served as Platoon Leader for Patrol 114 on 22 January 1953.

Reflections has all the 1:250,000 and 1:50,000 AMS topographical maps of
Korea but has never found a source for the 1:25,000. Can anyone help us ?

Sergeant Donald Field, the Marine who acted as point man for Patrol #114, and who actually subdued the Chinese soldier,
was recommended for a Bronze Star valor award. Reflections was unable to find any evidence that he ever received it.
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Comrades, friends and family assembled at Fort Rosecrans National Cemetery in San Diego on 9 July
to mark the passing of Sergeant Robert “Bob” Luster into eternity and to inter his mortal remains
with military honors. Bob is already missed by those whose lives he enriched with his wisdom and
generosity. May God grant him rest and eternal fellowship with his Marine brothers who preceded
him in the final muster.
HU
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The origins of “The Marines’ Hymn” are hard to track. No one knows who
wrote the lyrics. Legend has it that the author was a Marine who fought in
the Mexican- American War in 1845–1847. But the song itself does not show up
in the historical record until the late 1860s.
The music is a little easier to trace—all the way to France, or maybe
Spain. “The Marines’ Hymn” melody was clearly taken from Geneviève
de Brabant, an opera written by the German-born, Jewish-French composer Jacques Offenbach and first performed in 1859. There is evidence, however, that the song was a popular Spanish folk tune even
before that. This classic American fighting song is truly a cross-cultural
creation.

In 1845, the U.S. launched the Mexican-American War to seize
Mexican lands. In September 1847, U.S. Marines and Army troops
fought Mexican forces defending Mexico City. In the Battle of Chapultepec, the Americans captured Chapultepec Castle, a historic site
also known as the Halls of Montezuma. The victory effectively ended
the war.
In the early 1800s, the U.S. stood up to the Barbary States in North
Africa that demanded protection payments for U.S. shipping. In 1805,
Marine Lieutenant Presley O’Bannon and eight Marines led a force of
mercenaries on a 500- mile trek across the desert. Their surprise attack
on the city of Derna, on “the shores of Tripoli,” helped bring an end to
the conflict.
In 1942, the Commander of the Marine Corps changed “On the land
as on the sea” to the current wording, to reflect the addition of air.

Our flag’s unfurl’d to every breeze
From dawn to setting sun;
We have fought in every clime and place
Where we could take a gun.
In the snow of far-off northern lands
And in sunny tropic scenes,
You will find us always on the job
The United States Marines.
Here’s health to you and to our Corps
Which we are proud to serve;
In many a strife we’ve fought for life
And never lost our nerve.
If the Army and the Navy
Ever look on Heaven’s scenes,
They will find the streets are guarded
By United States Marines.

Jacques Offenbach (1819-1880)

From the halls of Montezuma,
To the shores of Tripoli,
We fight our country’s battles
In the air, on land, and sea.
First to fight for right and freedom,
And to keep our honor clean,
We are proud to claim the title
Of United States Marines.

The U.S. did not declare war during World War II until the
Japanese attacked Hawaii’s Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. The
summer before, though, about 1,000 U.S. Marines were stationed in
Iceland to help ward off an invasion by Nazi Germany. The mission
inspired an unofficial verse to “The Marines’ Hymn.”

Again in nineteen forty-one
We sailed a north’ard course
And found beneath the midnight sun,
The Viking and the Norse.
The Iceland girls were slim and fair,
And fair the Iceland scenes,
And the Army found in landing there,
The United States Marines
Members and friends of First Recon should know that one platoon of
the 1st Scout Company, one of First Recon’s earliest ancestors, accompanied the Marine brigade to Iceland. Be proud of your heritage !!
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1ST RECON COMPANY AND NAVY UDT TEAM 1 VENTURED 200 MILES BEHIND ENEMY LINES ON USS
HORACE A. BASS (APD-124) IN AUGUST OF 1950 TO INTERDICT ENEMY SUPPLY LINES ON THE EAST
COAST OF KOREA. THEY THEN CONDUCTED BEACH RECON MISSIONS ON THE WEST COAST SEEKING AN
ALTERNATIVE LANDING SITE TO INCHON THIS MAP SHOWS THE BREADTH OF THE SHORT-LIVED FAR
EAST NAVAL COMMAND SPECIAL OPERATIONS GROUP SAGA. RECON COMPANY MEMBERS OF THE SOG
THEN REJOINED THE COMPANY FOR SERVICE AND LANDED AT INCHON.

Muster rolls from the National Archives reveal that the 2nd Platoon of 1st
Recon was TAD to the 1st Battalion, 1st Marines on January 5,
1956…...bound for the icy waters of the Bering Sea for a tactical landing
on an Aleution Island. The roster indicates embarkation on APA 195 at San
Diego although Recon was assigned to APD-125 (USS Wantuck) cohabiting
with UDT 12 from Coronado. This should clear up, once and for all time,
any question about who went north in January of 1956.

H. Campbell Photo—1956

Reconnaissance Company, Headquarters Battalion, 1sMarDivFmfPac
conducting back-breaking boat handling drill at Aliso Beach (curses upon
its lung-sucking undertow) circa 1956. Treasure the memory of boat teamwork. Who would not trade the future for those days in the past ? RECON!
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Who can forget the utter frustration felt while
attempting to assemble a picture-perfect bilaterally
symmetrical field transport pack to impress the Gunny. It made you wish for a seabag on a packboard
instead.

Leather—rough side out — the ultimate 1950’s challenge
of recruit discipline…….those were the times when men’s
souls were put to the ultimate chickenshit spit-shine test.
How glorious those days were ( we now fondly say). HU

H. Campbell Photo—1956.
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(Guidebook For Marines -1954)

AN OBJECT LESSION IN ORIENTAL LIBATION
It is a privilege of age and experience to engage in maudlin
reverie. To those who have not attained an age to appreciate
the subject we offer definitions. (Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary)
Maudlin: 1. Drunk enough to be emotionally silly or 2.
Weakly and effusively silly.
Reverie: 1. The condition of being lost in thought.
The luxury of being lost in thought while “drunk enough” is a
God-given privilege. I treasure many such experiences and
wish to share them (although sparingly) with those of my
friends who might appreciate them.

During an all-night telephone marathon with Sgt Bob Luster a few years ago the subject was oriental custom……..Korean and Japanese…….and Bob introduced me to
the etiquette of sipping Saki.
I had never before had the experience and I was quick to
tell him that I was ignorant of the subject. Bob proceeded to
explain the procedure for consuming saki (traditional, of
course……..not the USMC guzzle method ) and he mentioned
the saki set…...a delicately small set of tiny cups and a small
container for the saki.
My lesson ( he was a good tutor) left me with a reasonable
understanding of the traditional method of embibing saki.
Days passed. Then on one sunny afternoon the brown UPS
truck (driven by an athletic individual in brown shorts)
dropped a package on my doorstep.
Totally ignorant of its contents…...but breathless with anticipation…….I opened the package to find what Bob had so
carefully described to me……..a complete Oriental Saki Set.
In my next communication with Bob I asked him if it
would be sacrilege to put brandy in the Saki Container since
saki was not a staple in the hidden recesses of my old oaken
desk…...while brandy was.
I awaited an answer and received none.
A week or more passed before I was again visited by the
brown UPS truck…….same short-panted athlete…….and this
time he struggled to deposit a HUGE box at my doorstep.
Dumbfounded, I lugged the box inside and opened
it……..Inside I found two (2) magnums of genuine Korean and
Jap Saki and several bottles of Korean plum wine all carefully
packaged in Styrofoam caskets molded to the large bottles.
So much for Bob’s generosity and his ability to turn a simple lesson into a true object lesson in reality.
So much for Marine Brotherhood and Comradeship.
Semper Fi, Bob, I miss you already dear buddy, tell Chesty
and Lou that Hu said you were a good teacher……..(hic!)
HU

This document was found in the Recon Company Awards
Files. Although Major General James L. Day received the
Medal of Honor, two Silver Stars and a Bronze Star with
valor device there is no record of a Navy Cross.
HU

Send your answers to: scoutr831@ameritech.net
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BODFISH HOSPITALITYROOM

Comparative Definition

Join us in theMt. Hood Room located on the
Second Floor of the Marriott Portland
Downtown Waterfront Hotel.
The Bodfish Hospitality Room will be open starting
on Tuesday, 14 August 2012 . It will remain in
operation through Saturday night, 18 August.
If you would like to contribute to the Bodfish
Hospitality Room send your check to the Bodfish Room
Coordinator, Norm Kellems.
Make check payable to:

Norm Kellems
Put “Bodfish Hospitality” in memo portion of check
Mail to:

Bodfish Hospitality Room 2012
C/O Norm Kellems
9706 E. Ave S-8, Littlerock, CA 93543
Those Marines and FMF Corpsman who
contribute $100.00 or more will receive a
2012 Bodfish Hospitality Room Pin.
This pin when worn, in the Bodfish Hospitality Room, will
entitle you to unlimited drinks and snacks at no additional
cost . This pin is a “Bodfish badge of honor”
that shows your loyalty to the Bodfish Chapter.

You can not get a better deal anywhere.

Semper Fi and Bodfish Forever!

A: This is rough stuff. Typical statement of
an Air Force NCO while driving his airconditioned sedan, from his air-conditioned
office, to his air-conditioned quarters, in the
rain.
B: This is really rough stuff. Typical statement of an Army Ranger, weapon at sling
arms and carrying a 30 pound pack, after
jumping from an aircraft and marching eight
miles to his rally point, in the rain.
C: This is horrible stuff. Typical statement of
a Navy SEAL, lying in the mud with his 40
pound pack, weapon in hand, after jumping
from an aircraft, swimming a mile to shore,
and crawling past enemy positions to his objective, in the rain.

BODFISH FOREVER
WE LOVE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WE ARE UNIQUE IN OUR INFORMALITY
WE RESPECT EACH OTHER
WE TAKE PRIDE IN TRADITION
WE SUPPORT OUR MILITARY PERSONNEL
WE HONOR AND REMEMBER OUR VETERANS
WE ARE SO PROUD TO BE MARINES

D: I love this stuff. Typical statement of a
camouflaged U.S. Marine Recon, up to his
eyeballs in a vermin-infested swamp, with his
60 pound pack, a weapon in each hand; after
jumping from an aircraft, swimming five
miles to shore, killing several alligators while
negotiating the swamp, assaulting the enemy
camp and slaying all occupants; and after
slithering back into the slime of the swamp
with plans to kill all enemy soldiers who wander past his undetectable vantage point, in a
Category 5 Typhoon.
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EDITOR’S NOTE:
We have received inquiries regarding the absence of a May
issue of Reflections and the absence of some issues of Reflections on the reconmarine.com website.
Here’s the skinney:
Your beloved editor was found to be in very poor health
while working on the May issue. Three consecutive bouts
of viral pneumonia called for bed rest and no desk.
We cannot explain the absence of Reflections from
reconmarine.com but all previous issued of the newsletter
can be found at he First Reconnaissance Battalion Association website at http://www.1streconbnassociation.org/
HU

DISCLAIMER
Fine Print Follows
Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the distinctor and
are not the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question. Likewise, all photographs
are to be considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No
model releases have been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally. All copyrighted material was copied right.
This publication claims no endorsement from any government agency, Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack
Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of American Military Brandy, Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco Fish
Crackers, Pepperidge Farms, the Pepsi-Cola Company, Gaylord Opryland Hotel, Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Inn ‘
Boudro’s Texas Bistro or Mickey Finn MCL at MCB Quantico.
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